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It looks like a tag. No it is a favor. No, it’s both. This is a quick favor for your dinner guests around 
Christmas. They can eat the chocolate, untie the bow snip in two places with their scissors and they 
have two tags to put on their Christmas gifts. 
 
These are the instructions for the Santa favor.  There is also another one just using scraps that were 
handy.   This is a good way to use up all your Christmas paper scraps, ribbon and twine. 
 

    
 
 

Supplies List: 
 Stamps: Teeny Tiny Wishes (128748) wood, (127802); Cozy Christmas (139776) 

 Ink: Real Red Ink (126949); Basic Black Archival (140931) 
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 Paper: Real Red Cardstock (102482) - 9” x 2”/Scored at 4” & 5” & 2 Scraps for Sentiment Mat; 
Whisper White (100730) – 2 Scraps for Sentiment; Home for Christmas Designer Series Paper 
(139592) – Fussy Cut two Santas; Winter Wonderland Specialty Designer Series Paper 
(139588) – White with Gold Dots 1 ¾” x 2 ¾” 

 Accessories: Whisper White 1/2" Seam Binding Ribbon (134573); Cherry Cobbler Baker's 
Twine (123125); Word Window Punch (119857); Scalloped Tag Topper (133324); SNAIL 
Adhesive (104332) 

 
Instructions: 
 

1. Adhere one Santa to each to each piece of 1 ¾” x 2 ¾” Winter Wonderland paper. 
2. Stamp Merry Christmas from the Teeny Tiny Wishes Stamp Set twice on a scrap of Whisper 

White and cut each out with the Word Window Punch. Cut two mats from the scrap of Real 
Red. Adhere each sentiment to a Red mat, slightly off setting them and adhere above the two 
Santas. 

3. Punch both ends of the 9” x 2” piece of Real Red Cardstock, using the Scalloped Tag Topper 
Punch. Fold and burnish on the score lines. 

4. Adhere one Santa piece to each side. 
5. Stamp “To/From” on the inside with Basic Black Ink using Cozy Christmas Stamp Set. 
6. Using snail adhere three pieces of chocolate to the inside bottom, between the score lines. 
7. Thread ribbon through each tag top separately then tie with a piece of Cherry Cobbler Baker’s 

Twine. 
8. Explain to your guests that they can untie the Baker’s twin, remove and eat the Chocolate then 

cut on the score lines. They now have two Christmas tags to use on a gift. 
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